Naming Superheavy Halogen and Noble Elements
by Brett F. Thornton and Shawn C. Burdette C hemists have fought vigorously for exceptionally small details of linguistic consistency. In 1813 André Ampere suggested to Humphry Davy to name an as-yet-unisolated element fluorine, because it was derived from the mineral fluorospar. 1 Davy accepted Ampere's suggestion, as it was already clear that fluorine was in some ways chemically like chlorine. Later, Ampere realized he'd made a mistake: chlorine, bromine, and iodine were all named from Greek adjectives describing a property of the element (yellow-green, stinks, and violet-colored, respectively), but fluorospar was a source of the element, not a property, and thus it was linguistically unsuitable for a halogen name. Ampere resolved to fix this, and suggested phthorine as the name of the element, using a Greek adjective meaning destroyer. 2 Davy, who was no stranger to naming elements and had written extensively about correct nomenclature, responded that this wasn't sufficient reason to rename the element, leaving us with a barely perceptible irregularity in the halogen names. When astatine was named over a century later, the Greek adjective tradition was rememberedthe parent Greek adjective means unstable. 3 For two centuries, the English suffix for halogens has been -ine. In many other languages the halogens lack any suffix; in Swedish, for example, the halogens are fluor, klor, brom, jod, and astat. English is the official language of IUPAC, and therefore our focus of discussion.
IUPAC will likely soon accept the discoveries of elements 117 and 118. These new elements lie in the halogen and noble gas groups of the periodic table, and will therefore be an expectation to other recently discovered superheavy elements. How should this new halogen and noble gas be named? Should the naming follow tradition in using -ine (halogen) and -on (noble gas) suffixes? The existing IUPAC element-naming rules, which incorporate lessons of past discovery priority controversies, 4 are designed to avoid disagreements. The rules acknowledge historical tradition, and explicitly allow naming an element for a mineral, a property of the element, a place, a mythological or astronomical concept or object, or a scientist 5 ; however, the rules do not include the two-century long tradition of distinguishing between metals and nonmetal elements using the element's suffix 6 ( Figure 1 ). Beginning in 1953, IUPAC's element-naming rules included "new metallic elements should be given names ending in -ium." 7 This formalized tradition: the suffix of every metal discovered in the past 220 years is either -um or -ium. The updated 2002 rules changed this earlier guideline slightly by stating "the names of all new elements should end in '-ium'." No official statement had ever been made regarding the suffixes of non-metals or metalloids prior to 2002; however, non-metal suffixes are longstanding traditions. Except for helium, every non-metal discovered in the past 225 years has either an -on or -ine suffix.
A cursory glance at the diagonal line separating the metals and non-metals in the p-block may hint that elements 117 and 118 are metallic. But the dividing line is an unreliable approximation: even in period 6, bismuth is less metallic than polonium. 8 Further, relativistic effects impart interesting properties in heavy elements, and the effects are expected to become more pronounced in transactinide elements. Predictions had long held that element properties might not fit periodic law expectations in the 7th row, but this has not been borne out by experiments. Rf, Db, Sg, Bh, Hs, and Cn have been shown to fit well into their groups, though not in all properties. 9 For flerovium, initial chemical experiments have been inconclusive and predictions suggested it could be a liquid or gas, and even inert. 10 Predictions and chemical studies have been both divergent and convergent. Cn and Fl are expected to show the strongest deviation from periodic trends due to relativistic effects, later period 7 elements should be less impacted.
The chemistry of elements beyond Fl, including 117 and 118, will require new isotopes of these elements to be created before they can be studied 11 ; however, both will probably be named before such studies are completed. Livermorium (element 116) was named before its chemical properties were characterized. 12 Helium too was named prior to any chemical studies, after it was detected in the solar spectrum and thought to be metallic. Similarly, Berzelius believed the metalloid selenium was a metal, and thus used an -ium suffix. Naming elements before chemical characterization has been proven to be problematic. If the discoverers knew the location of helium and selenium in the periodic table, they might have chosen different suffixes. What if the chemistry of a new element is not
Is there a way to preserve the distinct suffixes? One possibility would be to use the electronic definitions of transition metals, and nonmetals, halogens and noble gases. Element 117 lacks one electron in its 7p shell; element 118 has six 7p electrons. The reactivity of those electrons could be seen as a separate matter, so even if element 118 was later found to bond vastly more than its lighter group members, it would still be grouped with the noble elements. This is not a perfect solution: had Cn and Fl turned out to have noble gas characteristics, as was once predicted, should they have received the -on suffix?
We hope that IUPAC and the discoverers of elements 117 and 118 will consider all the pertinant factors-history, tradition, chemistry-when choosing an appropriate suffix for these elements. The inconsistency between early theoretical predictions and later chemical experiments in transactinide elements provide a cautionary tale against assuming elements 117 and 118 will definitively not possess halogen-and noble gas-like properties, respectively. There are exceptions amongst the element suffixes, but the traditional practices have great utility in enabling quick recognition of element groups; -ium means metal and -ine means halogen by virtue of having been used in this manner for over two centuries. Changing these traditions degrades the usefulness the existing names: giving an -ium suffix to halogen and noble gas elements diminishes the meaning of -ium for metal and non-metal names alike. The element suffixes have meaning, and there is value in preserving them. We suggest officially systematizing the element name suffixes for halogens and noble elements (-ine and -on).
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